
Eco-friendly and innovative home products that will make you feel
pleased with yourself
Feels SO good to know you’re doing a little good.

Source:BodyAndSoul

Going green has never been easier.  

As we become more aware of the nearly 130kg of plastic each Australian uses a year
(according to WWF), it is very clear to see that we need to find new ways to reduce, reuse
and recycle for the sake of the environment.

130,000 tonnes of plastic makes its way into our oceans and waterways annually, so
something’s got to give.

While a lot of these changes happen at a higher level – through governments and big
business making eco-conscious decisions – there are small changes you can make within
the home that can make a huge difference.

Healthy-ish

Why you should do a life review
00:00 / 08:25

Like what you see? Sign up to our bodyandsoul.com.au newsletter for more stories like this.

One of these is to purchase eco-friendly home goods that are not adding to the planet’s
devastation. Also, by choosing to not spend your money with brands who are not eco-
minded, a collective statement can be made which pushes said companies to adopt
greener policies – turning the wheel overall.

So – you want to start opting for products that are better for the environment? But where
do you start and what actually works?

That’s where we have you covered.

Laundry

A Kiwi-based start-up, re.stor provides laundry detergent sheets that come housed in a
recyclable cardboard box. You get sixty sheets in the package and only need between 1 and
2 of them for a regular load. Being in sheet form, rather than liquid, there is no water
contained in the packaging, which saves on transportation costs (water is heavy and you
already have it in your home).

They smell amazing, use no plastic, and also avoid any mess and measuring (foolproof for
even the newest washing novice). Naturally derived and fully dissolvable, it has no
enzymes, ethanolamine, optical brighteners, phosphates or synthetic dyes and does a great
job and making clothes feel fresh and revived after a wash.

Hand sanitiser

If there was something we used like it was going out of style over the last two years, it
would be hand sanitiser. The Koala Eco Lemon and Tea Tree one is a 100% biodegradable
formula and free from sulphates and synthetic perfumes.

The bottle it comes in is made with 100% post-consumer recycled plastics and is fully
recyclable. The brand has a full range of home, cleaning and body-care products, which do
not create any new plastic at all.

Hand wash
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